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JANUARY

January 1, 2021
OM

Twelve long months ahead of you, 
Love the new possibilities!

Do not concentrate upon yourself, do not all the time try to please yourself.  Neither should you bother to please
others.  For both, - you and another man are not of Truth, you function in facades. But the Supreme Divine is Truth
and is Real!

Concentrate on the All-Mighty - try to please only the Divine Principle.  Your relationship with the world will
amazingly improve itself!

Most of you can pass an oral or a written examination on the subject of God, man and sincerity towards both.
You heard about it plenty; you read it and you quoted it.  Now... develop your RECEPTIVITY to these concepts.
Practice silent prayer several times a day, develop a listening heart! You will become receptive to Truth hiding
underneath your facade.  This, which I tell you, is revealed throughout the ages by all spiritual authorities.  And
now I am here to tell you about the same Truth in my own colours!

Realize that ONE Great Consciousness of the Supreme operates everywhere.  Catch It through Receptivity and
Sincerity.

Happy New Year!
(January 1, 1979 Mon. Morning)

January 2, 2021
OM

Review your thoughts!  Build by your thinking just as you are building with your hands.
“Thoughts are things” - the old adage known to all seers.  What is more, - thoughts have forms and have their

life:  When you send forth your thoughts, they move and float and reach the similar  to them "place" or mind where
they can be received.  The mind of humanity at large is totally unpurified, hence there are very few clear-cut,
luminous ideas and profound thoughts. Thoughts of unconcentrated and impure, unstable and fluctuating nature are
entirely useless. Thoughts deliberately unfriendly and hateful are destructive and only thoughts pure and profound
are the blessings for the thinker and for mankind, as well as for the whole Cosmos.  It is a remarkably revealing
fact which cannot be disputed, - thought makes you what you are, your words are materialization of your thoughts
and your actions are the outcome of both...

True Knowledge does not come from thinking, but good  thinking comes from True Knowledge!  Wherefrom,
then comes Knowledge?  Knowledge comes from the very core of your Consciousness, and people who know not
Silence - know not Knowledge. If you are SINCERE in your search for Truth, if you are ever-ready to discard all
preconceived ideas and start anew; if you are unconditioned by family, creed, schools and other human imperfect
organizations, - you are a good Receptacle for attracting, receiving and assimilating the profoundest thoughts,
which are different from ordinary groping and guessing, but which are inspirational. Such thoughts are revealing
the highest and completest Knowledge.

In order that you might enter this Transcendental Realm, you ought to develop your Centrality, or the
predominating, luminous, high Idea, which becomes the powerful Guide of your whole being. All lesser ideas are
to be organized around this mental psychic and Spiritual Fortress, - for it consists, precisely of this trio!

There should be a mental science in your life, which leads to Spiritual Knowledge.  Think only what you choose
and when you want to project certain positive influence. This is mental science. This is concentrated life!

 (January 2, 1979 Tues. Morning)

January 3, 2021
OM

There is the materialistic, the worldly, the temporal approach to happiness, and there is the spiritual, the
everlasting, the Supermundane. When the material man wishes to himself and to you a "Happy New Year" - he
always adds - "wish you much health, much success, much money in the New Year! When the Spiritual man



wishes you a "Happy New Year," he means: "I wish you much discrimination to not look for happiness where it
can never be found!

Material people are very greedy for self-expression, for fulfillment of their thousands of desires and wants.
Such persons, even if they were at one time seeking the higher values, sooner or later will inevitably drop their
aspiration, for their unpurified and underdeveloped nature will drag them to "fight" for their "happiness" in the
world where here is no such thing as harmony, which alone is happiness.  The man of mundane mentality is never
happy because he is a slave, and slavery is uncombinable with inner loveliness, which alone makes outer life
happy.

When I tell you ... "...and a very Happy New Year." - I mean - fill up your New Beginning with the Principle of
the Higher Life. May you have the loveliest feelings of joy, compassion and generosity.  Rejoice at the Power of
the Divine Mother who is everywhere.  Rejoice in giving a smile of understanding.  Understand the hearts of
humans and subhumans - be delicate in your dealings with all living beings.  By the same token - avoid the
company of poisonous beings who neither accept your aspiration nor need your smile of understanding, for they
will mar your quiet.  Whereas, you’ll not reach their stubborn minds, thus it is just a damage for you and fruitless
wastage of time and energy. Happy New Beginning!  Start by increasing the moments of true Blessedness by
increasing your ethical and spiritual standards.

Happy, Happy New Year!
(January 3, 1979 Wed. Morning)

January 4, 2021
OM

Do you determine to make your Year a New one?! Or else what is the use of celebrating it?  Why should you
prepare for it?  Why should you wish it?  Just out of a custom? Or superstition? Or because you have nothing else
to think, because you are repeating the ready-made slogans and put nothing into them?  If so, - I have nothing more
to tell you along these lines of the renewal of your life and of the "New Beginning."

But if you put some conscious meaning into your New Year's wishes, - then, first of all, remind yourself about
the Goal of your life. What is it?  If your Goal is Spiritual Enlightenment - then the "Happy New Year" is a
meaningful, grand concept.  If you have no goal, or if it is only a "local" goal, your "Happy New Year" has no
meaning.  Because Happiness does not exist without the conscious life...

Remember:  do not waste time.  Do not dissipate energy.  Do not limit yourself by paltry interests. Change the
background of your thoughts. Everyone has some predominant interest which is revealing itself in thoughts, words
and deed.  And because this background, in most cases, is very imperfect, selfish and local, it needs to be changed
into lofty and strong aspiration.  Then you will know what you mean when you wish a "Happy New Year!"

The name of the beginning of this year is very inspiring - Sincerity.  Be sincere in your nobility!
(January 4, 1979 Thurs. Morning)

January 5, 2021
OM

Health is harmony.
Vital Force is generator of strength. If Vital Force is diminished or arrested or unduly agitated - harmony is

gone, various diseases and disturbances occur.
Health is of three kinds - mental, emotional and physical.  Mental health is influencing the body.  Emotional

health is giving the right “juices” to the mind.  No vitamins, drugs or injections, no operations, no “heart and lung
specialists" can give you health and harmony if your Pranic Energy is disturbed by anger, envy, jealousy, worry,
suspicion, fear, sexual frustrations and gluttony.  Love, admiration, concentrated high thought, worship, prayer,
meditation, the artistic, aesthetic and pure stimulation, avoidance of crowds and impure auras, - all this gives
Prana, or Vital Energy and promotes health, harmony and balance.

May you all be harmonious. 
Happy New Year?!

(January 5, 1979 Fri. Morning)



January 6, 2021
OM

The outer life is a strange life.  It is as if every moment you are confronted with the X-the-unknown.  It is 
appearing as pleasure for one moment, and as the disappointment, in the very same pleasure - next moment.  If you
take life as such mixture of sensations, - you do not live.

Look in the eyes and at the lips of people with whom you talk or whom you just observe:  The eyes are 
pleading: “Please I don’t want to suffer, I shall be good, believe me!”  And the mouth, through its  hidden tightness,
opens into insincere smiles and into useless words.  The eyes of most people reveal either fear or hope; the mouth 
reveals greed for pleasure and sulk for not having it!  Seldom do the eyes reveal a steady light and the mouth the 
true smile.  The Light shines only through those eyes which are the windows of the Pure Consciousness, and not of
the ever fluctuating mind.  This unsteady, jumping, hoping and fearing mind has to be conquered.

At the back of the mind is the Light of Constancy the Center of True Being. The Pure, the True, the Real Being 
is there in you!  Who are you?  You, I, he, she, they?! Precisely through the impure mind there are thousands of 
divisions, because the outer person is ever tempted to live in the outer and not in the inner impressions. The 
impulse of human mind simply throws out the desire stuff for the world of fluctuations. The ordinary mind does 
not like to obey the will.  Only strong, calm will can  say, “NO MORE racing! Quiet! Let me be! Let me live.  Let 
me listen to this wondrous Silence.  The eyes of such shine as Light.             (January 6, 1979 Sat. Morning)

January 7, 2021
OM

The animal knows what is evil and what is good through only his instinct. Evil is that which makes him suffer, -
good is that which gives him pleasure. But the animal does not have any moral evaluation. The discriminative 
faculty is a purely mental process and only man, amongst all living creatures, has it. But here, too, the moral sense 
is very vague and relative. Most of human-made rules of “good" are only mental con- structions. It is only when 
man is sufficiently evolved that he can analyze things, not only through mental faculties, but through going away 
from the mental surface into the deeper regions of his being.

It becomes obvious to the man who seeks to know the Truth about himself and about life - that he is influenced 
by the forces which are at times good, at times evil. The "seeker" is a person who seeks from within; you can never
find an iota of Truth by seeking outside. The empirical research is leading only to the traditional knowledge which 
has to be verified by the inner experience in order to acquire the solid validity. It is only through the awakening of 
the faculty which neither an animal nor an ordinary "normal" man, a mixture of good and evil, are aware of; it is 
through the awakening of the deepest inner Consciousness that man becomes aware of Real Good, not conditioned 
by the vague moral differences. The artificial social standards crumble when the Voice inside says...

I know. I love. I Am...
(January 7, 1979 Sun. Morning)

January 8, 2021
OM

Oh the Knowing Silence!
If you enter the region of Depth
All the surface appearances vanish
You no more belong to human judgments
The world ceases to disturb...
You are the Center of the Realness -
The Falsehood falls apart...
The Voice Divine is louder
Than all the voices of men of flesh
whatever goes through your mouth -
Is the word from God,
And from your hands -
Is the work from His Will



And at best, the Voice speaks
When the lips are closed
Then... the heart tells wonders...
The Shrine is in the pure heart.
When the turmoil of evil forces is removed
The Silence becomes even as a spotless Garment
All is Light and whiteness.
Don't fight with the evil forces
Don’t try to chase the devils out
For if you do - it means you are afraid,
It means you, too, are evil,
for you know the evil too well... But... fill up yourself with 
Whiteness Then all the Blackness disappears
in Pure Light.
Fill up yourself with Love to the Perfection,
The ugly shadows will fade away
And... if your heart is free from falsehoods
The ONE who is so high will talk to you 

His Language...
(January 8, 1979 Mon. Night)

January 9, 2021
OM

Sincerity means also Faith in yourself. Sincerely believe that you CAN.
Do not ever become a fatalist.  Change your destiny by  sincerely changing your thoughts.  Undo the bad 

accumulations by starting the new habits.  Notice the old tendencies and replace them with the new ones.  Heal and
soothe yourself and others... by your thoughts.

Be sincere.  Want only the Light!
There are many techniques for this cultivation of the nobility of thoughts.  One of them is to think mornings and

evenings of Gratitude.
(January 9, 1979 Tues. Morning)

January 10, 2021
OM

"Observing the vow of Silence, setting one's mind on Yoga, one gets the power of discrimination, knowledge 
and power to avoid the evil." (Mahabharata)

What my Soul longs now is Silence and Prayer.  All the parts of my being are now unified, - the precise rhythm 
is starting its harmonious beat!

I said much during this first quarter of the New Month of Sincerity and now I feel like fasting my body and 
mind.  I do not feel I should make my voice heard for at least a week, or maybe even a few days.  You all please re-
study the already given meditations and uttered words.

The real Centrality is sharpened during Silence and the Transmissions are even more acute through serene 
silence.  May all be blessed!

(You can write to me and at night I might give the silent class in the Garden...)
(January 10, 1979 Wed. Morning)

January 11, 2021
 OM

"Loud speech, profusion of words and skillfulness in expounding of the Scriptures are merely for the enjoyment
of the learned; they do not lead to Liberation." (Sankaracharya)



What, then, leads to Liberation?  And what is Liberation?  First of all, the very term "liberation” presupposes 
slavery.  Thus, liberation is a process of coming out from bondage.  Now  again, bondage is of many kinds and in 
order to have even an iota of awareness of our entanglements, we ought to have at least some idea of Freedom.  
The bird caught and put in the cage remembers its freedom and is very unhappy in her imprisonment.  Even as a 
true man is unhappy in his "chicken coop!" The bird born in the cage has no objection for the cage. Even as a 
material man loves his stench.  It would be necessary for some other "free bird" to come near by the cage of an 
imprisoned bird and to sing about Freedom and to show how one can fly.  Then, the slave-bird may first start 
recollecting its potentials and then might even struggle, and then might even break the cage and fly away!  It 
might!

First sign of Freedom is a NEW UNDERSTANDING of our potentials.  Then comes a new... indifference to our
false values.  A more enlarged consciousness starts operating deep-in-our hearts and liberates us from petty 
feelings, attachments, cravings, lusts, restlessness and hatred in their various forms.  Only in such re-evaluation of 
values comes true understanding of what the sages talk about.  Till then, love and wisdom, charity and compassion 
never seem real and possible. One hears, one talks eloquently, nods his head and continues to live in his canary-
cage...

Spiritual Ideal becomes a Reality only to him whose wings grow.  You cannot get this newness by going to 
church, by seeking in books or pilgrimages, - this awareness of Reality comes through growth of your wings only...
Silence leads to Liberation... Silence of your noisy egoity is real Silence.

(January 11, 1979 Thurs. Morning)

January 12, 2021
OM

"Silence is a healing for all ailments. Silence is good for the wise, - how much more so for the foolish! All my 
days I have grown up amongst the wise, and I have found nought of better service to them but silence before 
them!"

(From Ancient Jewish Sayings)

Yes, - Silence has many assets when it is conscious. When it is just the impotence of speech, then of course it 
becomes the inability of the handicapped. Silence is a self-search and an opportunity to learn many things. When 
from self-imposed Silence we come back to speech, we find that we speak the right word. In general, if our speech 
cannot be better than our silence, or as good as our silence, - we should go back to our silence. We influence each 
other not by what we say, but by who we are. And everybody has his silent emanations of either evil or good.

In deliberate hours of Silence, when we do not communi- cate with the auras of other people, - we are 
influencing them by our prayers, our contemplative thoughts and our self-observation. Yes, the latter, too, produces
a benevolent effect. For when we collect all dissipated rays of our thought and instead of using the energy for 
criticism of others, we use it for self-correction, - then a flow of positive aura surrounds us and we emanate 
strength which also corrects another fellow without our preaching or teaching him verbally.

A noble character is the veritable fragrance whose aroma is far-reaching, indeed. Especially those who strive for
Perfection are immediately benefitted by the silent sendings of an absorbed-in-Spirit heart.

(January 12, 1979 Fri. Morning)

OM
January 13, 2021 

(Brahma-Muhurta)
"Quiet.
Now is My Hour."' - says the Owner of my Life....
Yes, oh the Splendour of Might and Worth,
This Hour is Holy.  I rejoice in it...
Thou art Silence, - Thy Hour is still...
The touch of Thy Presence is Tender.
Stay long here with me,
That my Soul might rejoice
In that strange-to-human



But so real to the Soul, Peace Divine...
Delicate is the parlance of Silence...
It gracefully dismisses the noises...
The untruth of concerns of the temporal
Fades into the Embrace of the Truth Eternal.
The speculum of all Creation
Is reflected in the still waters 

of THAT HOUR....
(January 13, 1979 Sat. Morning)

January 14, 2021
OM

Human being is Soul who has mind and body, not vice-versa, - not body which "perhaps" has a Soul. But this 
Flame, this Light is practically extinguished in most people. Why?! Separation causes this flame-less-ness. The 
lower nature, which consists of instincts and unformulated thoughts mixed with uncontrolled feelings, is what man 
is in most cases; this kind of functioning cannot awaken and bring forth the Light of the True Being.

When man starts questioning the why of his life with its small joys and big miseries, - he usually turns to the 
"Path" in order to discover his higher Origin. And there are some who turn naturally and in them the Flame is more
aglow than in others. It is this Light of the Soul which is responsible for any type of greatness, holiness, genius. 
When the Light is dimmed by the foreign-to-it denseness and grossness of the lower nature, man becomes 
negative, non-convincing, limited; at times delinquent.

The most precious quality is Devotion to the Cosmic Spirit. Do not ever cut yourself off from the High! Make 
the Divine Mother a REALITY!

(January 14, 1979 Sun. Morning)

January 15, 2021
OM

First, primitive concept, of Happiness is - Pleasure
Second - Joy
Third - Bliss

All seek Happiness.  Those who seek it in pleasure - have a reaction of pain.  Those who seek it in joy - have a 
reaction of frustration.  Those who seek it in Divine Bliss - have no reactions but only the increasing gratitude.

The normal state of existence is pleasurable.  Pain is an interference, an abnormality.  And creatures react upon 
it more intensely than they react upon pleasure, precisely because it is contrary to natural existence.  Pain is not 
punishment but educator, unfortunately, needed for the life of the imperfection. Pleasures are perversely sought 
instead of gracefully enjoyed - hence "education" through pain!

Joys are the currents of aspiring and evolving higher mind, but unfortunately they lapse into dissatisfaction, 
precisely because the world is not ready for the Joy of Existence.  Joyous world cannot be built by miserable 
people:

As to Bliss - it is a deep secret.  It conies not unearned and it is silently hiding in the heart of the pure and the 
enlightened.  It manifests in many signs; Peace - one of them.

(January 15, 1979 Mon. Morning)

January 16, 2021
OM

Oh the Divine 
Enter the undivine

Enlarge the minds and hearts of man!

The Divine Energy, the Mother, works mysteriously through, fundamentally, the three forces, popularly known 



as Tamas, Rajas, Sattwa.  These Elements also put their stigma upon the three characteristic lines:  civilization, 
culture and transcendence.

The gross civilization deals with physical life, its preservation and progress.  The man of Tamasic 
predominance serves the Mother in his endeavours to secure permanency in traditions and order of the Earth 
bodily life.  But without Rajas, or mind and intellect, activity  in their positive way, life in Matter becomes rigid.  
Physical man organically is unable to accept any changes - he loves routine and admits only the prophets of the 
past. He stones, literally, (like the old "physical," Tamasic Jews), the NEW THOUGHT and respects only his own 
clan, his own priests and his own way. (This is true about every "physical individual" too.)

The stirring element of the idealized mind in its purer movement is a man of ideas, idealism, original thinking, 
talent.  Searching Perfection and not being able to reconcile it with the dense order of the material life, - such a one
withdraws mentally and, if strong, creates beauty and newer concepts which the physical society might accept as 
new engravements in its grey canvas... but usually in centuries to come, it will again traditionalize the sparks and 
dreams of the advanced thinkers.

The third current of the Divine Energy in Race formation is Sattwic, and on this scale it acquires the Law of 
Spirituality.  The Eternal Mother, the Divine Builder-ess, whispers through the refined and inspired mentality, the 
possibility of the attainment of everlastingness, - the Realization of the Divine here and now.

Thus, here too, the Trinity in the scale of the general Existence, as well as in any particularized form.  The 
Physical man, the man of Reason and the man of the Spirit are the eternal projections of the Universal Mind.  The 
goal of the True Man is not to split these three, but to unite.  The progress of the physical man is extremely evil 
and sinful without the ennobling idealism of his intelligence.  And his intelligence becomes a sophistication of the 
egotistic mental existence without the all-embrace of the Spirit.

Seek within - give outside!
(January 16, 1979 Tues. Morning)

January 17, 2021
OM

Yoga develops us integrally.  Yoga is manifold, but we choose that aspect of it which suits us most.  Here we are
attempting the Synthesis of many Yogas. Yoga is impossible without the development of the higher mentality.

If you take seriously to Yoga,  you are to practice twenty four hours!  It is not the special sittings which makes a
yogin,  but it is the yogi who makes his special time of contemplation, devotion and study fruitful.  Without the 
higher, loftier and purer attitudes,  you can sit down cross-legged or kneeling down forever, at the same time 
remaining vulgar in your feelings and thoughts.

Divinization of our mind and heart is possible only through intensest  intention to change our lower nature, 
coupled with the concrete interest in all our practices.  The Flame - that is what makes a yogi!

We ought to bear in mind constantly that there are three fundamental facts: God-Almighty, His Energy and 
Man-you.  You can put it more abstractly, - there is the Transcendental, the Universal and the Individual.  If you 
the Individual, remain together with Nature, without God, - you are limited only to physical lower existence, no 
matter how you term it.

It is only the conception of the “Big Soul," the Supreme Perfection, which marks your Goal and makes the 
ascension possible.

Awake!
(January 17, 1979 Wed. Morning)

January 18, 2021
OM

Oh the Many-Faced ONE!
Oh the Multi-colourous,
The Many-sided,
The Infinitely Perfect

ONE!
Be gracious, be eye-opener of the Many!



Yea.. many are the Souls, the Sparks, the Emanations of this ONE Absolute...  And although Yoga takes each 
one his own way towards that Absolute Perfection, It, the Glorious Truth of Being, in Truth and Fullness, can be 
reached through the harmonization of all Yogas, of as many nuances of Truth as possible.

It is even as the exclusive concentration upon some single flower, good and lovely as it might be, does not give 
us an idea of the Truth, Beauty and Fragrance of all the flowers!  Hence, Yoga may start with one aspect of self-
discovery, but gradually it should enlarge our whole being.  For only the endless can perceive the Infinite!

The Eternal Self-Aware Existence, Knowledge, Love, Wisdom - kindle within me Thy Infinite Perfection! In 
whatever way or form, may I reflect Thy Presence!

(January 18, 1979 Thurs. Morning)

January 19, 2021
OM

..."Fear not, for I Am with thee.  Be not dismayed, for I Am Thy God.  I will strengthen thee, -yea, I shall 
uphold thee with the Right Hand of My Righteousness."

The Old Bible
"I Am" - the Song of all seers! 
"I Am" - the Consciousness of my life! 
"I Am" - therefore I have!

The Infinite Rightness of the Spirit is revealing Itself through the conscious mind of the individual being.  The 
Harmony of my Being depends not upon the physical environments, but rather it makes the environment.  For 
Harmony is the law of the Spirit, not of Matter.  And the "Spiritual Music" within manifests itself as the 
harmonious activity outside, - the song sings my Life!

Do not seek any consolation outside your own True Being.  Have rest in My Reign, trust Me, for I Am all Good.
What then is Evil?!  Evil is that which is not Good!  It has no power except that which you give it...

Evil destroys the evil-doers and also those who believe in its potency.  If you believe that you are unhappy 
because someone said something to hurt you or is against your welfare, you will be hurt sure enough... but you will
be hurt not by the evil directed towards you, - you will be hurt by your belief in that evil.  Respond with 
compassion to those who hurt, or with indifference.

And.. be free!
Be sincere in your freedom.

(January 19, 1979 Fri, Morning)

January 20, 2021
OM

Man starts his evolutive journey with his animalistic standards: "What I desire is good."  For the animal-man 
this is natural and even helpful in his march upwards.

Man of higher development has, at the basis of his consciousness, the collective instinct: “What is profitable for
my family is good."  Man of reason goes  a little higher: "What is beneficial for my country is good."  Still higher 
reasoning says: "What is beneficial for the whole humanity is good."

Man of purer consciousness knows that all the above standards of ethics are very imperfect because they are 
temporary...  The rigid separative standards are humanly good or humanly evil. For the seer, the sage, the saint 
these standards are childish and relative.  Yet, for a child the toy is a necessity, - through the toy the babe learns the
real!

For the growing humanity, the toys of morality, rules and sanctification of egotistic impulses are also the 
stepping-stones to the higher values. The higher values in turn are replaced by the Culminative Truth, which alone 
is the Full Value worthwhile pursuing and treasuring.  The higher values become evident in our progressive 
enlargement.

He is a man of True worth whose understanding is deep enough to include into his sympathy the whole Life, the
whole Creation, without any preconceived notions, prejudices and preferences. And he is a free man in whom the 
human concepts are replaced with the Divine Knowledge; when the human stops - the Divine starts.  In such 
Consciousness alone all the concepts of good and bad disappear into ONE ULTIMATE GOODNESS - the Divine 
Power, the Divine Will, the Divine Love.



Long is the journey towards such Realization, but it can be shortened by our day-to-day right aspiration, by our 
increasingly growing awareness about the nature of our Soul, the power of prayer and the Presence of the Divine 
within... Only the Divine Good is God.. .not your concepts about your goodness.

(January 20, 1979 Sat. Morning)

January 21, 2021
OM

Many so-called "aspirants" do not know for what they are aspiring!  There is a strange notion in the aspirant 
world, namely, - that he is an aspirant who joins various yogic centers or metaphysical groups and starts studying 
special literature.  Or - he is the aspirant who shuns the ordinary "normal" life and spends time in seclusion. Or, - if
one is delivering religious lectures, feeding the poor, and initiating others into some yoga by "giving them”(?) 
some Sanscrit Mantram - thus initiating them into a higher life, he is a great aspirant, maybe an Initiate! The more 
serious type joins the aspirant world for self-improvement aiming at the highest Goal of God-Realization.

If the first group is obviously ridiculous and childish, - the second, most often is hypocritical, insincere, 
unbalanced.

Who then is the true aspirant?!  There are some examples of the true disciples of Truth who consequently 
become the Masters.  And the first, the second and the third signs are: SINCERITY! One sincerely turns to the 
Highest which one perceives as his Ideal; one sincerely, seriously and in total humility follows his own resolves to 
reach the Chosen Ideal, pursuing the cultivation of his higher nature.  Above all, such true man sincerely realizes 
that the human ambition and competitive element is only a tool for many doubtful-in-value forces of the Universal 
Nature. He is the true material for Divine Transcendence who realizes that what till now was considered to be a 
"free life" is a veritable slavery to the impure, stupefied, puffed-up egoity.  Thus, the personal stuff to which one is 
so very attached reveals itself as an enemy to the Divine Light...  Well, here starts the life of the Right Aspiration...

(January 21, 1979 Sun. Morning)

January 22, 2021
OM

Cheer up baby-soul:
Don't be sorry for thy sins,
Forget the shame of the past
And the struggles of today:
Rest in the Glory of the Master and Mother, -
The two-in-one who guide from within.
The growing Soul has many ordeals
But with each glimpse into Its own Might
It gives assurance to the struggling heart.
It says: "There is the benefit from all our falls.
When the Soul shakes off the sorrows and fears,
When Egoity becomes submitted to Its Will,
The Will of the Sakti sparkles within and becomes
The sole conscious aim of your life.
Ahh.... I Am! I am possessed by the Divine
And I possess It, too.
The ego-clouded Soul, - Awake, arise, stand still.
Don't ever lose thy Status!
Be free from rigid formulas.
Live in the Light which kindles lights.
The Soul awakened is Mighty
In the midst of all confusions...

(January 22, 1979 Mon. Morning)



January 23, 2021
OM

The higher you soar, the greater your responsibility to your Right Aspiration. Mark well: I do not say you are 
responsible for your actual surroundings and your role in them, but for your honesty and sincerity; for your 
progressive interest in your goal and in your principles - for that you are responsible. The Right Aspiration first 
makes your good Karma, then, by the Grace of the All-Wise, liberates you from Karma!

It is interesting that the three elements, the three gunas, are colouring your aspiration. And when man is 
accustomed to be Tamasic and is accepting it as his nature rather than some part in him, then he signs his verdict. 
You pronounce yourself unfit and you act obnoxiously, - you lose the ardour of aspiration. If you admit the impure 
Rajas, you will identify yourself with it and again will drop the high aspiration, - you will say that YOU want a... 
"normal life" - sex, money, career, and simply have to run after it, and you will drop your higher inner life. If you 
identify yourself with Sattwic moods and will say, "Oh, I am so full of devotion,” at that point you are. But 
because the other two forces were well admitted, they will always try to disrupt and disturb your happiness and 
purity - the product of Sattwa.

And here lies your test. If you are sufficiently established in Sattwa guna (even in some part of you!), you will 
never betray the Principle. Otherwise you will, by the very nature of your temperament. Originally, in their higher 
aspects, Tamas is not diabolical but inert; every saint might have spells of fatigue or organic inaction. Rajas, in its 
good aspect, is kinetic, creative in the right direction, - and Sattwa, in its best, is delight in all respects. But through
the touches of the Dark Forces - arrogance, presumptuousness, self-assertiveness or, for that matter, "pseudo-
sattwic" sentimentality - one becomes what he usually is - the vile, the hypocritical, the lustful and the shamelessly
UNGRATEFUL tool for the Asuras... Thus, it is the Right Aspiration alone, the constant kindling of your Pure 
Flame, that can save you from the perversive enslavement to your lower nature.

For your encouragement, I shall tell you that the predominant guna, even if it is the dark, dull Tamas, is not an 
essential Force in your inner make-up. You have within yourself the capacities underdeveloped - all you have to do
is start your right aspiration and bring the light-energy into the workings of your temperament. Your Right 
Aspiration should be, first of all, directed towards the non-acceptance of the lower nature, of the play of all the 
three gunas in their lower strata. If you will, in times of quiet self-observation, make a list of all your dark 
movements as well as of your little lights, - you will... develop Wisdom which alone is a blow to the forces of 
Nature unregenerated. You will be able to watch the outline of the play of forces and you will say with all your 
heart, "NO! ONLY THY WILL - only the Light! May the Sattwa guna become Thy Servant, and the other two - Thy
restricted slaves!”

(January 23, 1979 Tues. Morning)

January 24, 2021
OM

When we, through many disciplines, re-evaluations of the former values, prayers and meditations, succeed to 
sufficiently remove from our Consciousness the tyranny of the ego, - we then become centered in the Soul 
Consciousness. In such new status, when we say "I" or "I Am" or "I want" - we perceive, feel, are aware of the 
secret Influence, the Guiding Will, the stretched, helping Hand - the Forces which are new to us and which 
definitely do not come from our human whims.

How can we tell that the ego is not the author of the inspirational and revelational movements within us and our
consequent conduct? By the attitudes of our mind and vital responses! What ordinarily is an impulsive, mechanical
onrush of personal demands is, in the case of transcendent consciousness, a surrendered submission to the Cosmic 
Will, Wisdom, Knowledge and Love. The inwardly silent acceptance and reliance upon the Divine Force makes it 
possible to receive the correct, precise and true answers from the Universal Treasury. Our speech, acts and 
creativity acquire the new flow, - they become faultless and ardent. Inspiration becomes the natural state of our 
consciousness. Only in such state, Joy and Gladness of existence are possible. The Creator did not mean misery 
when "He made All!" It is the wrongly directed human will which makes the existence either boring or frightful or 
animalistically sensuous.

"THY Will" - means Thy Perfection!
(January 24, 1979 Wed. Morning)



January 25, 2021
OM

"Things are neither good nor bad but thinking makes them so."
An old adage so hard to learn and to apply in our psychological dealings with men, beasts and objects. The turn 

of mind towards the Supreme Eternal gives a new taste to all evaluations. Science becomes the discovery of Divine
Laws, not just the study of physical phenomena. Research in the occult sciences, when spiritualized, becomes also 
an expression of the hidden secrets of the Divine, not just curious indulgence or a speculation about the unseen. As
to the Art of the “new man,” it indeed is not limited by outward aesthetics, but it, rather, is the Bridge of Beauty 
between the man and the gods.

Thus, not only "...thinking makes it so," but your character, behind all your endeavours, makes things either 
profane or divine - regardless what you touch.

(January 25, 1979 Thurs. Morning)

January 26, 2021
OM

Ordinarily man feels himself as the physical body which was born and has to die. In between there is life. Man’s
concept of life is to run away from unpleasant sensations and to increase the pleasant. In other words, to make the 
best out of the short span of life, to live it as pleasantly and comfortably as possible. Well... had it been only this 
one little body in this one little corner of the Material Universe, with this one little goal of “Live till you die and 
grab in between,” there would be no reason to seek any farther. But fortunately, or perhaps, for some dire 
materialists - unfortunately this is not the accurate report about man and his life.

There are groping emotions, dimmed understanding and occasional glimpses into Serene Peace which foretell 
more harmony, more completeness. This prompting from within to plod on and to come to more knowledge, power
and bliss is the first sign of the awakening of the Soul Force. With this awakening, comes firm decision and 
determination to go beyond the appearances - for what seems is not true.

We begin to realize not just imagine. We begin to know that the True Being is not just the physical body, or the 
short vital greedy life, or the unhappy impure mind, - the aggregates which are perpetually disturbing the 
disorganized existence of the individual man. Step-by-step we are forced, by the Indwelling Pure Consciousness, 
to go beyond the religious creeds, the little consolations of aesthetics, the sober explanations of the material 
sciences into... ONE PRIMARY AIM, - namely, to realize the Truth of our own Being. Not the Truth of Nature, or 
Dogma, or another Man, - no! The Truth of your own SELF - first. This is the paramount task, for it deals with the 
elimination of disorders.

We are on the Path towards the Ultimate Reality when we wage the war to the Chaos within. All confusions and
false identifications should go away from our inner realm. Long journey? Yes. But it leads to Freedom!

(January 26, 1979 Fri. Morning)

January 27, 2021
OM

When the Soul leaves - the body dies. This is not only literally true about the embodied life, but is also the 
general rule of every spark of life - be it the ideology, the great art, the religion or the inanimate object. Everything 
has its living energy, its spark, its animation due to the Presence of THAT which makes life alive! It is so obvious!

The great inspirer of the stage leaves, - the enterprise literally dies, loses its life, although it may technically 
function just as well. But gradually, the technique becomes either acrobatics or mechanical routine, and in settles 
total degeneration, death of art. The same about any spiritual movement. The great living Fire is extinguished 
through the departure of the inspired living Soul, and in settles dogma, institutional formalities, pedantry, 
mechanics, - the religion goes, the outward religiosity takes it place.

What precisely makes the Life? What gives glow and vital glory to everything? It is the inner offering of the 
whole heart, the flame, the adoration of Perfection; it is the turning of the intellect, the emotions and the energy 
towards the Best and the Highest. Although the fanatic may also offer his zeal, but here is the great difference: the 
kindled soul is endowed with genius or talent, with intelligence and sense of proportion, whereas the fanatic has 



only the blind stubborn drive - it is the big bull with the horns down!
Every dedication, faith, devotion leads us to Life. The true victory is when we rid ourselves from the inferior 

lower Nature and when we are acquiring the power of Intelligence purified from dry intellectuality, and the power 
of Love purified from the savagery of possessiveness and attachment. This makes Life Divine...

(January 27, 1979 Sat. Morning)

January 28, 2021
OM

Bless - always bless.
God blesses All....
If we are of His Will, - we, too, are to bless.

We live in the world of dualities, pluralities and oppositions.  The common sense need not be ignored:  Thus, by
blessing all we are not to fall into the stupor and passivity of the pseudo-meekness.  Meekness is not weakness, this
much you ought to remember...  Yet, when confronted with the paradoxes of earthly life, do not ever have any 
personal grudges against the Asuras. Beat them if necessary, but do not curse.  When there is the blackest 
Darkness, there still exists its Eternal Counterpart - the brightest Light!  Thus, instead of cursing Darkness, put on 
your Light.

Above all, remember:  to bless is the Law of Wisdom, not a fancy of the idealist.  There is the deeply rooted 
general moral abasement in the world now, - there is total lack of integrity in nations and governments; - there is... 
Dark-ness.  But do not fight it with more darkness. Do not fall into false pride and stupefying conceit, pronouncing
yourself the judge.  Do not judge. Curb your opinions.  But fight with your Light.

God bless the true and the sincere...
(January 28, 1979 Sun. Morning)

January 29, 2021
OM

There is the Secret Heart
Which no one knows but Gods.
This Heart has sight and hearing -
Its Visions are of Godhead.
This Silent Heart conceives
The Silent Word whose rhythm
Is swift and light.
Its dancing Rhythm moves
Through the Heavy Darkness,
Cutting asunder the chains
Which bind to the Unreal.
Life Powers and Love Divine
Are liberated by Agni’s Might!
This Flame is my Stronghold!
Nothing of Ignorance comes near
To the Altar of... 

The
Secret

Heart.
(January 29, 1979 Mon. Morning)

January 30, 2021
OM

How do we waste our lives?!



By bringing into our home vulgarity, quarrels, idle talk.
By going from home to office and bringing the same stuff there and in addition acquiring the usual horrible 

falsifications of practically every formal establishment.
By missing our opportunities. By talking verbosely and senselessly.
By wasting our time, and what is worse, by wasting other peoples  time:  Time wasted - life wasted. 
By chasing the dollar or chasing the opposite sex.  The dollar should be earned, but not chased.  The opposite 

sex.. avoided or won (Win sex in yourself first of all.)
By any indulgence.
By being clannish and centered in your personal attachments.
By over-rating career, formal education and other prejudices of society.
By making a show-off in whatever area.

How do we use properly our lives? By general self-culture - physical, mental, emotional, - above all  - spiritual. 
By making our home a shrine and a Shrine (in this case - The Light of Sivananda-Valentina!)our Home.

By excluding at the best of our capacity the commonness from our abodes.
By positive attitudes.  Right conduct.  Charity. By strict avoidance of contacts which mar our reputation.
By regular hours in our daily programme. By never putting faith in doctors, lawyers and policemen, - they are 

of pitiable professions, for unfortunately, the profession of doctors became mechanical and at times not humane; 
the profession of lawyers - based on horrible lies and twists; the profession of police  - on brutality, at times 
soothed with bribery. Above all, we do not waste our lives when we never forget God.  When we bring our worship
wherever we go.

May the Divine Mother bless all of us not to waste our precious gifts from Her, - our lives...
(January 30, 1979 Tues. Morning)

January 31, 2021
OM

“Love yourself...” means you ought to learn  to discern the lower from the higher in you.  Your lower 
personality is even  as a Biblical Prodigal Son who runs into all kinds of humiliating situations because... he does 
no love his “father” and leaves his opulence, security and ultimate Good!  How can you love the prodigal son in 
you except when he  returns to his "father" and becomes whole?

Thus, when you, so hard, "try-y-y” to "love others" and instead you actually despise them - it is because you do 
not respect, understand, love your own Self, - your Divine Being within you. Not just your moral being (which can
become immoral very quickly!) but your True Calm Fortress within. You must believe in your real You, then you 
will respect all beings.

(January 31, 1979 Wed. Morning)

***


